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1. Introduction
1.1.

1.2.

Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which to
live and work and helps make development acceptable to communities. This document
describes in detail the village, its growth, and its setting and provides information about
the building types that contribute to the character of the village today.
The Neighbourhood Plan defines its objectives for any new development within the
parish with the firm intention of protecting the village character for the future.

2. Growth
2.1.

2.2.
2.3.

2.4.

Dating back to pre-Roman times, the early growth of the village was typical of a rural
settlement with dwellings of different sizes and types which were built to house
predominantly agricultural workers and their families, land owners and a small number of
other village occupants.
The 1801 Census head count showed the village population of 431 people, the most
recent census in 2011 showed, 2003 people and 881 dwellings.
The village expanded slowly until the 1960’s and over the following three decades a
number of new developments at The Maltings (1966) Willoughby Farm (1966-67), Chapel
Fields (1968) and Pyms Close (1972) saw rapid growth in the population. Census records
indicated 788 people in 1961, jumping to 1741 by 1981. The Census of 2001 recorded
1864 people and 757 dwellings.
In more recent years further development within the parish at Woodpecker Close (2005),
Strawberry Fields 2012, Hare Meadow (2018) and, currently under construction, the
former Plant Hire site in Roxton Road have further added to the population which is now
approaching 2,500 people.

3. Setting
3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

3.4.

3.5.

Great Barford is a rural parish which nestles in the Ouse Valley. The village is situated in a
hollow and is hidden from long views on three of the four approaches until nearly within
the confines of the village.
Surrounded by open countryside, some fields still run right into the heart of the village
and working farms and allotments add to the rural nature of the village setting. A
network of footpaths and bridleways allow easy access to the surrounding countryside.
The village has a wide variety of buildings and visual sensitivities around the village are
evident by views of the 15th century All Saints Church and the Grade 1 Listed and
scheduled monument, Barford Bridge when entering the village from the south.
From within the village there are tranquil views across water bodies and woodland along
the river corridor to the south and the open long views of the gently rising slopes linking
with adjacent Renhold Clay Farmland to the north and west; the river and East Marston
Clay Vale to the east.
The level topography means that any tall structures and large scale buildings would be
highly visible and detract from the character of the river basin and the rural character of
the village.
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4. Conservation Area and Notable Buildings
4.1.

There are three conservation areas in Great Barford, in the south from Barford Bridge
northward to just past Silver Street, in the north at Green End Road from the junction of
Birchfield Road to Green End Farm and in the east at Barford Hill incorporating Barford
House, Hill Farm and Villa Farm.

Conservation Area Map – North of Barford Bridge to Silver Street
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Conservation Area Map – Green End Road

Conservation Area Map – Barford Hill
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4.2.

4.3.

4.4.

Within the village there are currently 37 listed buildings, a full record can be viewed on
the Bedford Borough Council website at:
https://bedsarchives.bedford.gov.uk/CommunityArchives/GreatBarford/GreatBarfordInd
exOfPages.aspx
Historic England at: https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/thelist/results/?searchType=NHLE+Simple&search=%22great+barford%22&searchResultsPer
Page=50
and British Listed Buildings at: https://britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/england/great-barfordbedford#:~:text=Listed%20Buildings%20in%20Great%20Barford%2C%20Bedford.%201%2
0II,Bridge%20and%20Causeway.%20Great%20Barford%2C%20Bedford%2C%20MK44.%2
0
Some of the more notable are All Saints Church, The Anchor Public House and Barford
Bridge to the south, Barford House to the north east, Green End Farmhouse to the north
and Lantern Cottage on the eastern side.
Barford Bridge is not only Grade 1 listed but is a Scheduled Ancient Monument.

There are a number of thatched
buildings in the village including Pound
Cottage and Rose Cottage both in the
High Street and Lantern Cottage in
Silver Street illustrated below

Pound Cottage, High Street

Lantern Cottage, Silver Street

4.5.

In addition to these there are also a
number of character properties from a
range of periods which add to the rich
texture and heritage of the village.
Rose Cottage, High Street
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Silver Street

4.6.

4.7.

4.8.

High Street

The old school in the High Street was
built in 1848. A house was added for
the headmaster in 1855 and with some
alterations and additions. It remained in
use as the village school until 1980.
The school was relocated to Silver
Street and the old school building was
converted to residential use but it
retains many of the features from its
school use including the school bell.
Another example is this pair of Georgian semi-detached cottages with typical features
including local Arlesey White brickwork, contrasting brick banding banding and front bay
windows. One of the pair has been sympathetically extended retaining the ambience of
the cottages.

5. The Village Today
5.1.

Great Barford has managed to maintain much of its rural character despite the
unsympathetic building which occurred in the 1960s and 1970s. Many of the original
buildings have been saved and repaired and the village remains an agricultural centre
with arable farmland providing vegetables and cereals to local manufacturers and a small
amount of livestock farming. Sheep and cattle still graze on open land right in the heart of
the village.
[6]

5.2.

5.3.

5.4.

5.5.

5.6.

There is a diverse mix of people living in Great Barford, those who have lived in the
village all their lives and others who have moved into the village since the developments
in 1960s, through to the most recent in 2019.
This diverse mix adds significantly to the community which has a number of clubs and
societies for people of all ages, a relatively new village hall and playing field, and has
established a successful town twinning partnership with Wöllstein, a similar village in
Germany.
There are a variety of businesses in the village providing local employment with other
residents working in the surrounding towns of Bedford, Milton Keynes, St Neots,
Biggleswade and further afield.
Great Barford benefitted from the opening in 2010 of a bypass taking the A421 trunk
road out of the village and creating a dual carriageway to the north. This is a major link
between the Junction 13 on M1 and The Black Cat Junction on A1, and forms part of the
East-West cross link between Oxford and Cambridge.
Access from the village to the A421 provides good transport links but the village does
suffer from an increasing amount of “rat-run” traffic during peak times. It is hoped that
with the future planned junction alterations at the Black Cat roundabout, the through
traffic problem in the village will significantly reduce.

6. Amenities
6.1.

The village is well served with amenities including a doctors’ surgery, a post office and
general store and more recently a small supermarket. There are two churches, the
Methodist Chapel and All Saints Parish Church. Great Barford Church of England Primary
Academy provides education for Years 0 to 6 (ages 5 – 11) and the associated nursery
provides for pre-school age children.

Post Office and General Store , High Street

All Saints Church, High Street
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7. Open Spaces
7.1.

7.2.

7.3.
7.4.

7.5.

Great Barford’s striking feature is that it contains large green areas which are both
natural and man-made. The village green is at the far south of the village on the banks of
the river, adjacent to the bridge.
There are parcels of agricultural meadow along the High Street towards the village centre
that add to the open aspect and are frequently used for grazing of sheep and cattle by
local farmers.
Crop growing fields along the east west routes along Bedford Road and Roxton Road
come close to the village centre and add to the rural attribute of the village.
The playing field and Village Hall in Green End Road/Fishers Close is on the edge of the
northern Conservation Area and is used by residents, clubs and societies and for village
events throughout the year.
New developments within the village have their own green area and children’s play
areas, and trees and hedges are in abundance along many of the main thoroughfares in
and around the village and footpaths and bridleways which give access to riverside walks
and open countryside. Some enhancement of these access routes is needed to join the
networks of paths, cycle ways and bridleways together. More information on this is set
out in the Great Barford Green Infrastructure Plan.
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8. Village Character Zones
8.1.

Great Barford can be divided into 6 character zones.

8.2.

Zone 1 – Bedford Road and Silver Street This area
consists of some newer types of buildings mixed
with older timber framed and thatched cottages.
Some are set back from the road with a variety of
hedging and low walls.

Central House

Housing from 1990 – 2000 in Silver Street

Crossways Cottage Bedford Road

The Golden Cross Pub and
Chinese Restaurant

Older housing in Silver Street and Bedford Road
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Thatched Cottage in Bedford Road

8.3.

Zone 2 – Riverside and High Street to
Addingtons Road In the southern
Conservation Area with a loose knit
development including a mix of cottages,
thatched houses and newer small
developments and individual houses from
a variety of periods and green open space
and farmland. All Saints Church, Barford
Bridge, The Anchor Pub and the Village
Green are all landmarks in this area.

All Saints Church

The Village Green and

Barford Bridge

College Farm, High Street

The Anchor Pub

The Old School House, High Street

Private Residence, High Street

Bridge Farm, High Street

Georgian Cottages. High Street

Pound Cottage. High Street

Rose Cottage, High Street

Woodpecker Close, New Road
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Deatched Cottage, Addingtons Road

8.4.

Former Barn, High St/Addingtons Road

Brook House. Addingtons Road

Zone 3 – Cross Roads, West end of High
Street Mix of cottages, thatched barn and
listed buildings some set on the
road/pavement. Three new estates with a
mix of detached, semi-detached,
bungalows and terraced housing some
fronting onto communal greens. This area
also has the village Post Office and General
Store.
The Post Office and General Store

Semi-Detached Cottages, High Street

Georgian House, High Street

The Hoo, High Street Grade II Listed

Recently Extended Bungalow, High Street

Detached Cottage, High Street

Mixed Style House, High Street

Private Residence, High Street

Pyms Close Housing

Tiled House
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8.5.

Zone 4 – Chapels Fields High density development from 1960s and 1970s bordered to the
north and west by open fields.

Typical 1970s Terraced Housing

8.6.

Zone 5 – Green End Area

Adjoining and part of the northern conservation area, there is a mix of new estates with detached
and semi-detached houses, bungalows set on large plots and older period houses including thatched
roof properties

Green End Road

2002 Development, Strawberry Fields

Green End Road

Green End Road

Playing Fields to Village Hall
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8.7.

Zone 6 – Barford Hill, New Road and Brook Lane Area. In the eastern Conservation Area
incorporating Great Barford House and a small group of houses and buildings in open
space.

Barford House Grade II Listed

Thatched and Tiled Cottage Roxton Road

Terrace of Thatched Cottages, Roxton Road

Extended Detached House, Roxton Road

Former Local Authority Housing, Brook Lane
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9. Building Styles and materials
9.1.
9.2.

9.3.

9.4.

9.5.

9.6.

As with any settlement that has grown over a period of time, Great Barford has a wide
variety of building styles.
There is a mix or red and yellow
gault brick, white and cream
painted brickwork and white,
cream and silver grey render.
Not as prevalent as brick or
render there are some good
examples of black
weatherboard barns
complimenting main brick
buildings.
Roofing materials consist of
red/brown and grey plain tiles,
red clay pantiles, slate and
thatch.
Brick detailing is generally
simple but effective as noted
on The Anchor Public House,
College Farm and The Hoo
where the flat fronted
symmetrical facades and
vertically orientated window
openings with flat brick arches
and stone cills characterise
buildings of the Georgian
period.
The Victorian cottages in Silver
Street are interesting examples
of the use of string courses in
contrasting colours from the
main facing brick.

Chimneys provide and
important level of detailing
adding variety and interest to
the roofscapes.
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9.7.

9.8.

9.9.

Dormer windows are a
common feature in Great
Barford with the majority being
gabled type and porches help
to enliven building frontages
and provide a level of
architectural detailing.
The village is characterised by the variation that exist in the grouping with both intimate
and more opening clusters of buildings where building are set back from the road and
more spread out.
Buildings are a mixture of both wide and narrow frontages and variations in the set back
from the road helps to integrate the buildings with the countryside and the use of walling
and hedges serves to define the streetscape. Open aspects overlooking the countryside
to the rear and sides of some buildings create a strong rural character.

10. General Principles for Design
10.1. New developments should respect the existing architectural style and typologies in their

respective area. New proposals should aim to preserve the character of the area or
enhance it, wherever possible. Any proposal for new development within the village
should have a detailed Design and Access Statement or other written statement, relative
to the scale and complexity of the scheme, which sets out the parameters and terms of
reference for the basis of the design. This should include how the proposal has been
designed to specifically relate to its setting and how it will integrate with and benefit the
village, and illustrate the visual impact the development may have on views both into and
out of the village.
10.2. The identified Zones should be used as a starting point for creating a good design which
respects the local character of the site, particularly in Zone 1 – Bedford Road and Silver
Street, Zone 2 – Riverside and High Street to Addingtons Road and Zone 6 – Barford Hill,
New Road and Brook Lane Area which are especially sensitive to change due to the
historic character and predominance of important local buildings and features.
10.3. Consideration must be given to the already stretched infrastructure within the village
including traffic, green space, sewage and surface water disposal, and proposals must
show how any impact from a development to these facilities will be mitigated.
Dwelling Mix
10.4. The village should continue to have a mix of houses to cater for the needs of the
residents and their families. These should include smaller homes for one or two people,
family homes ranging in size from 2 bedrooms up to 5 bedrooms and homes for the
ageing population preferably on a single level.
10.5. New dwellings should meet the national standards for ambulant disabled accessibility
and some for full disabled and wheelchair bound persons.
10.6. Gardens and communal open and green spaces are important and should be provided.
[15]

Parking Standards
10.7. Parking in the village is difficult with a number of older properties having no off road
parking which causes congestion on the narrower streets and main thoroughfares. All
new dwellings should be provided with adequate off road parking to at least the
minimum standards in accordance Bedford Borough Council requirements along with
sufficient additional parking to accommodate visitors.
10.8. The size of parking spaces and garages must comply with Bedford Borough Council
standards which includes safe maneuvering and egress from parking spaces onto the
highway.
10.9. Cycle parking will encourage use of bicycles for short distance journeys. Cycle storage
should be provided at a convenient location with an easy access. If it is located in rear
gardens, a clear unobstructed access route should be provided. The storage space should
be designed for flexible use and should be well integrated into the streetscape if it is
allocated at the front of the house. The storage structure can be either standing alone or
part of the main building.
10.10. Visitor cycle parking within residential areas should be provided close to the buildings in
the form of a suitable stand or wall bar.
Access to community services and facilities
10.11. All new dwellings should provide for safe pedestrian and cycle access to and around the
village and to facilities including
 shops, doctors’ surgery, school etc,
 the wider network of footpaths and bridleways
 cycle routes
 the open countryside.
Wildlife and biodiversity
10.12. New development must preserve the natural assets of the area. Biodiversity and
woodlands should be protected and enhanced where possible. Abrupt edges to
development with little vegetation or landscape on the edge of the settlement should be
avoided; instead, comprehensive landscape buffering encouraged. New developments
should aim to strengthen biodiversity and the natural environment. Existing habitats and
biodiversity, particularly local birds and bats, should be protected and enhanced.
Eco-design
10.13. Eco design or energy efficient design, sometimes referred to as sustainable construction,

combines all around energy efficient construction, appliances, and lighting with
commercially available renewable energy systems, such as solar generated water heating
and heat exchange installations. Starting from the design stage there are features that
can be incorporated such as passive solar heating, cooling, and energy efficient
landscaping which are determined by local climate and site conditions.
10.14. The aim of these features is to reduce the overall home energy use as cost effectively as
the circumstances permit. In addition, eco-design is not an architectural style in itself, but
a set of principles that can be applied to a wide range of architectural styles to suit the
local context and character of the village.
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Water efficiency and drainage
10.15. Managing water is an important aspect of good design. Larger developments will create
large areas of hard surfaces and drainage which avoids surface water flooding can be
managed in a number of ways. The term SuDS stands for Sustainable Drainage Systems. It
covers a range of approaches to managing surface water in a more sustainable way to
reduce flood risk and improve water quality whilst improving amenity benefits.
10.16. On a small scale, water can be stored for reuse later in water butts, or larger containers.
On a larger scale new ponds and basins can hold excess water until dispersal is possible
through drainage channels. Generally speaking these should be designed as part of
landscaping proposals for sites.
10.17. Permeable paving can be used in both public and private spaces to ensure water
dispersal.

11. Development and Dwelling Design
11.1. Design is a subjective subject and so the perception of what is good or bad design will

vary from one person to another.
11.2. Accordingly this document and the Neighbourhood Plan do not make specific suggestions
of what the dwellings within any new development should look like or what format any
development layout should take but does give the basic parameters of how the design
should be approached.

Development Design and Layout Criteria
Designs for new development, (including groups of new buildings, houses and where relevant,
extensions and new buildings for other purposes) should:









respect the loose knit pattern of the existing village and integrate with the character and
appearance of its immediate surroundings and the wider rural ambience of the village,
maintain proportion and be on a scale appropriate to its location and not overshadow or
dominate adjoining buildings and its surroundings,
have corner buildings which act as “pivots” in moving from one space to another,
have a mixture of wide fronted/shallow plan and narrow fronted/deep plan dwellings to
reflect the loose knit pattern of the exiting village and its conservation areas,
not have dwellings taller than two and a half storeys and the top floor should be within the
volume of the roof space with eaves level at or about first floor window head height and
windows to second floor level should be pitched roof dormers and any roof lights in the
plane of the main roof pitch,
provide plot sizes proportional to the size of the dwelling,
ensure that existing green spaces are not impacted visually by bulky or large buildings,
[17]




















establish well defined edges that reflect the contrast between private and open elements
within the development using boundary treatments (walls, fences, hedges or low planting)
that are appropriate to the setting,
incorporate linking elements such as hedges to create strong links and add variety to the
streetscape,
protect existing natural features such as trees and hedgerows and include the creation of
new habitats and wildlife corridors,
rear boundary treatments should become wildlife permeable, particularly near the edges of
the village such as for example implementing native hedging or alternatively gapped
wooden ‘palisade’ or ‘hit and miss’ style fencing with hedgehog friendly gravel boards,
retain views outward from the village into the open countryside to retain and reinforce the
rural character of the village,
provide appropriate native species planting to soften the development and help integrate it
into the rural setting,
consider and address safety within the development ensuring that vehicle traffic speeds are
controlled, adequate footpaths and cycleways are included for transit around the
development and final entry and egress onto the highway network,
have above adequate parking provision within the development to cater for the mix of
dwelling sizes and the growing number of families whose teenage children remain at home
after becoming a car owner,
provide secured covered cycle parking within all new residential developments and publicly
available cycle parking in the public realm,
position car parking to the sides or rear of properties to avoid the development street scene
being dominated with parked vehicles which could have cumulative effect of
inconveniencing pedestrians, cyclist and impeding service and emergency vehicles,
reduce runoff rates by facilitating infiltration into the ground or by providing attenuation
that stores water to help slow its flow down so that it does not overwhelm water courses or
the sewer network,
create a sense of community both within the development and with the wider village.
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12. Sustainable Development Principles
12.1. Sustainable development is at the heart of good design of places and for Great Barford









this means that all development should be:
At an appropriate scale and in locations where it would support the community.
Of a high standard of design, reflecting the character and landscape of the surroundings.
Contributing towards community infrastructure.
Providing superfast broadband (fibre-optic) connections.
Ensuring that there is no increase in the risk of flooding.
Meeting contemporary construction, energy efficiency and water management
standards and be carbon neutral.
Located and designed to enable safe walking and cycling to local services and facilities.

12.2. The following adverse impacts must be avoided:








Avoidable intrusion into open countryside, and unacceptable impact on the landscape.
Visual intrusion on the Conservation Areas and their settings, including the riverside
area.
The loss or inappropriate diversion of public rights of way.
The loss of or damage to wildlife habitats and hedgerows and trees.
A loss of amenity for existing residential properties and reduced efficiency for nearby
businesses.
Overloading existing utilities and services (water, drainage, sewage and waste).

12.3. Sustainable Design includes many different aspects such as:
 Sourcing materials as locally as possible and using materials with a low carbon footprint.
 Ensuring energy usage in new development is efficient and as minimal as possible, including
high standards of insultation and using passive solar gain.
 Using renewable or low energy sources such as solar panels and ground source heat pumps.
 Maximising water storage and reuse facilities.
 Incorporating space for recycling facilities for new houses.
 Incorporating bicycle storage.
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Great Barford Parish Council
The Parish Council Office
Green End Farm
108 Green End Road
Great Barford
Beds
MK44 3HD
Tel:
01234 870245
email: clerk@greatbarford.org.uk
web: www.greatbarford.org.uk
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